SpinDance, a leader in custom Internet of Things (IoT) software, is looking for an intern to join our growing team of engineers. As a Software Intern, you work on embedded, cloud and mobile software in the rapidly expanding world of IoT. If you love using multiple languages in a variety of domains, you'll love working at SpinDance.

At SpinDance, we focus on developing solutions for startups, Fortune 500s, and everyone in between. As part of our engineering team, you'll get to work on projects across a wide variety of industries. You'll work with an experienced, friendly team of software engineers, architects and program managers to build a smarter connected world.

What You’ll Do

- Assist with internal and customer projects, using languages like Java, Swift, C/C++, and Javascript to develop software for a variety of IoT products: consumer, transportation, health care and industrial.
- Learn to use IoT methodologies and protocols to build next-generation connected solutions.
- Use TDD, CI/CD and DevOps methodologies to develop high quality software.
- Work on Agile software teams to collaborate with customers to build the right solution for their unique requirements, timelines and budgets.
- Learn the entire software lifecycle: requirements gathering, architecture, development, testing, deployment and support.
- Get exposed to physical and digital user experience design.
- Sit in on internal company events and learn how a successful software service firm operates.

What We’re Looking For

- Computer Science, Software Engineering or Electrical Engineering students in their Junior or Senior year of school. Seniors preferred.
- A strong desire to apply academic knowledge to real-world projects.
- Strong interpersonal skills: teamwork is very important to us.
- Being able to write a killer blog post is a plus.
Why SpinDance?
SpinDance is an 18 year old, profitable software company focused on craftsmanship and pragmatic solutions. Our team of around 50 includes people of all ages and walks of life, and who love waking up everyday to solve all sorts of interesting problems.

Here's what we offer:

- A fun, caring team who holds each other accountable for results, and values a healthy work/life balance.
- Mentors who love working with interns to help them prepare for a successful career in software engineering.
- The possibility of full time employee following the internship.
- Flexible hours.
- Regular snacks and lunches. We bring in breakfast food on Monday and have catered lunches twice a month, or more.

Interested? Let's Talk.
If you want to learn more, drop us an email at careers@spindance.com. Make sure to include the following:

1. Your resume.
2. Contact info, including your name, email address, and a good phone number to reach you at.
3. Some sample code and/or a cover letter explaining why you’re interested in this position.

We’ll get back to you within a week to continue the process.